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Corresponding Author* Abstrak Regresi kuantil sebagai metode regresi robust dapat digunakan untuk mengatasi dampak kasus yang tidak biasa pada estimasi regresi seperti keberadaan pencilan pada data.

Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengevaluasi efektivitas regresi kuantil untuk menangani pencilan potensial dalam regresi linear berganda dibandingkan dengan metode kuadrat terkecil (MKT). Penelitian ini menggunakan data simulasi pada model regresi berganda dengan jumlah variabel independen (p=3) pada ukuran sampel yang berbeda (n = 20, 40, 60, 100, 200) dan ?? 0 =0 and ?? 1 = ?? 2 = ?? 3 =1 diulang 1000 kali. Efektivitas metode regresi kuantil dan MKT dalam pendugaan parameter β diukur dengan Mean square error (MSE) dan model terbaik dipilih berdasarkan nilai Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) terkecil.

Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa berbeda dengan OLS, regresi kuantil mampu menangani potensial outlier dan memberikan estimator yang lebih baik dengan nilai MSE yang lebih kecil. Dibandingkan dengan MKT dan kuantil lainnya, studi ini juga memberikan hasil yang cukup untuk memastikan bahwa kuantil 0,5 memberikan estimasi parameter terbaik dan model terbaik berdasarkan nilai MSE dan AIC terkecil.
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Abstract Quantile regression as a robust regression method can be used to overcome the impact of unusual cases on regression estimates such as the presence of potential outliers in the data.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of quantile regression in dealing with potential outliers in multiple linear regression compared to ordinary least square (OLS). This study used simulation data in multiple regression model with the number of independent variables (p=3) for different sample sizes (n = 20, 40, 60, 100, 200) and \( \beta_0 = 0 \) and \( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = \beta_3 = 1 \) repeated 1000 times. The effectiveness of the quantile regression method and OLS in estimating \( \beta \) parameters was measured by Mean square error (MSE) and the best model is chosen based on the smallest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) value.

The results showed that in contrast to OLS, quantile regression was able to deal with potential outliers and provided a better estimator with a smaller mean mean square error. Compared to OLS and other quantiles, this study also provides sufficient results that quantile 0.5 provides the best parameter estimate and the best model based on the smallest MSE and AIC values. Keywords: AIC, MSE, outliers, quantile regression Submitted: 02nd April 2020 Accepted: 25th May 2020 This is an open access article under the CC–BY-SA license.

INTRODUCTION

Classical linear regression estimates the mean response of the dependent variable dependent on the independent variables. The method usually use to estimates in classical linear regression is ordinary least square [1, 2, 3]. However, it is a parametric model and relies on assumptions of certain distribution in residuals that are often not met. There are many cases that the conditional mean behavior fails to entirely capture the patterns in the data when the data is skewed, multimodal, or contains outliers. In this condition, the residual distribution assumptions in the classical linear model will not be met, especially the normality distribution assumption. For this type of data is better estimated using methods that do not require any residual distribution.

One such method is quantile regression. Quantile regression has been used in many studies [4, 5, 6]. Quantile regression method propose a technique for estimating models for the conditional median function and the full range of other conditional quantile function. Just like the least squares regression, quantile regression is interested in studying the linear relationship between a response variable and one or more independent or explanatory variables.

However, the main purpose of the least squares regression is to determine the conditional mean of the response variable \( Y \) while the quantile regression models is related to the conditional \( t ((0,1) \) with \( t \) is quantile level of \( Y \). In addition, quantile regression allows multiple quantiles to be modelled. Quantile regression is offering more comprehensive analysis of the data to be carried out compared to OLS where only
Quantile regression makes no assumptions about the distribution of the residuals \([7, 8, 9]\). It also lets you explore different aspects of the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variables.

The study of handling outliers has been done by many researches \([10, 11, 12, 13]\). In this study we will investigate the behavior of quantile regression in handling outliers compare to OLS using simulated data based on MSE and AIC.

**METHOD**

The *quantile regression* is an extension of ordinary quantiles ideas. Classical linear regression method is based on minimizing the sum of squared residuals to model the conditional mean of the target variable against the covariates. On the other hand, quantile regression provides estimates of a range of conditional quantiles to model conditional percentiles of the target variable against the covariates.

It is a useful tool for estimating not only upper or lower tail but also the center of the conditional distribution of interest \([4, 8, 9, 14, 15]\). Consider a general regression function with \(y\) is the response variable and \(??= ( ?? 1 , ?? 2 ,..., ?? ??)\) ?? is a set of predictors. To obtain the sample mean, least square regression model solve min \(???R ??=1 ?? ?? ??

By replacing the scalar \(\mu\) with a parametric function \(\mu (x, \beta)\), we can solve min \(???R ??=1 ?? ?? ?? -??( ?? ?? ,??)\) 2 (2) to find the estimate of the conditional expectation function \(?? ?? ?? ??. The least square estimate for (2) is given by \(?? = ?? ' ?? -1 ?? ' ??\) [16].

In term of quantile regression, consider a continuous real valued random variable \(Y\) characterized by the following distribution function in the ordinary quantile \(?? ?? ?\)=??(??=??) \(3\) The \(??\)-th quantile of \(Y\) for any \(??(0,1)\) is defined as \(?? ?? \approx =\inf?(??: ?? ?? ?? ?? =?)\) \(4\) When \(Q(1/2)\), it is equal to median \([17, 18]\). Just like the distribution function \(F\), the quantiles function provides a complete characterization of the random variable \(Y\) \([8]\).

When estimating quantiles, the value of \(y\) in the sample data corresponding to a given probability \(??\) has to be determined. The \(?? ??\) quantile in a sample of data refers to the probability of \(??\) for a value \(y\), such that \(?? ?? ?? ?? =??\). It can also write as \(?? ?? ?? = ?? ?? -1 (??)\)where \(?? ?? \approx\) is such that an inverse of the function \(?? ?? (??)\) for a probability \(??\).

The 100 \(??\)% quantile (say \(?? =0.5\)) of the conditional distribution of the response \((y)\) given covariates \((x)\) based on independent observations \((?? ?? , ?? ?? )??=1 ?? , the conditional \(??\)-quantile is estimated by minimizing \(??=1 ?? ?? ?? ?? - ?? 0 - ?? ?? ?? ?? (5) Where \(?? ?? ?? =?? ?? + +1-???\) is the check function with subscript s ‘+’ and ‘-’ stand for the positive and negative parts, respectively \([9]\). The estimation of selected significant predictors in quantile regression use \(?? 1\) \([8]\).

The \(?? 1\) *quantile regression model* is estimated by \(?? ( ?? 1 ?????)= \arg \min ?? 0 ??
The 1-norm penalty (or lasso penalty) on ??. When ? is chosen appropriately, some components of ? will be shrunk to exact zero. Since the check loss function is piecewise linear, the quantile regression estimator is inherently robust in handling extreme value point and outliers. To get a measure of how close the regression line was to a set of points, the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the regression coefficient ?? was examined.

The MSE is defined by

\[ \text{MSE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{\beta} - \beta)^2 \]

where \( \hat{\beta} \) is the estimated parameter in the l-th simulation. The slope and intercept are correctly estimated when MSE approaches to zero. To determine the performance of the proposed estimate, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used. AIC can be written as

\[ AIC = -2\ln(L) + 2k \]

where \( L = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \hat{\theta}^{\frac{1}{n}} \), is the value that maximize the likelihood function, \( n = \) sample size, and \( k = \) the number of parameters [19, 20]. A good estimation model was indicated by the lowest AIC value.

Simulated data was carried out in this study with five different sample sizes (n=20, 40, 60, 100, 200) for three independent variables (p=3) using a package for quantile regression developed by [21]. Dependent variable (??) for each ?? independent variables was from ??=????+?? with \( x_i \sim N(0, 1) \) and \( e \sim N(0, 1) \) contaminated with various number of outliers (10%, 15%, 20%). \( \beta \) parameters were chosen with \( \beta_0 = 0 \), and \( \beta_1 , \beta_2 , \beta_3 = 1 \). After simulating each data, we fitted the OLS and quantile regression and measured the efficiency of both methods in estimating the regression coefficient and determined the best estimation model using AIC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The simulation results for identifying the effectiveness of quantile regression presented in Table 1 in terms of standard error of parameter estimates. It shows that for n=20, 40, 60, 100, 200 with 10% outliers, standard error of estimates using quantile regression was lower than OLS. Similar results were obtained for n= 20, 40, 60, 100, 200 with 20% and 30% outliers. It indicates that quantile regression provides better parameter estimates than OLS for all sample sizes and various number of outliers being studied. We can also see that quantile 0.5 gives the lowest standard error of parameter estimates compare to quantile 0.25 and 0.75 for n=20, 40, 60, 100, 200 with various number of outliers. It proves that the quantile 0.5 is the most accurate parameter estimates than quantile 0.25 and 0.75. Table 1. ?? and SE ( ?? ?? ) for different sample sizes and various number of outliers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>10% outliers SE ( ?? 1 )</th>
<th>SE ( ?? 2 )</th>
<th>SE ( ?? 3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=20</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.8046</td>
<td>2.3233</td>
<td>2.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.25</td>
<td>2.1241</td>
<td>2.1766</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=40</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.8046</td>
<td>2.3233</td>
<td>2.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.25</td>
<td>2.1241</td>
<td>2.1766</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=60</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.8046</td>
<td>2.3233</td>
<td>2.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.25</td>
<td>2.1241</td>
<td>2.1766</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=100</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.8046</td>
<td>2.3233</td>
<td>2.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.25</td>
<td>2.1241</td>
<td>2.1766</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=200</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>2.8046</td>
<td>2.3233</td>
<td>2.4495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.25</td>
<td>2.1241</td>
<td>2.1766</td>
<td>2.0195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of analyzing the effectiveness of quantile regression compared to OLS in estimating parameter \( \beta \) using simulated data for \( n = 20, 40, 60, 100, 200 \) and contaminated by 10%, 20%, 30% outliers repeated 1000 times in terms of MSE are given in Table 2. Table 2. MSE of OLS and QR for different sample sizes and various number of outliers

| Sample size _Method _MSE _10% outliers _20% outliers _30% outliers |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| \( n=20 \) OLS QR 0.25 | \( n=40 \) OLS QR 0.25 | \( n=60 \) OLS QR 0.25 | \( n=100 \) OLS QR 0.25 |
| \( n=40 \) OLS QR 0.50 | \( n=60 \) OLS QR 0.50 | \( n=100 \) OLS QR 0.50 | \( n=200 \) OLS QR 0.50 |
| \( n=60 \) OLS QR 0.75 | \( n=100 \) OLS QR 0.75 | \( n=200 \) OLS QR 0.75 | \( n=400 \) OLS QR 0.75 |

It can be seen from Table 2 that for 10% outliers, OLS gives MSE = 0.1531 for \( n=20 \), MSE = 0.5280, for \( n=40 \), MSE = 0.0288, for \( n=60 \), MSE = 0.0850, for \( n=100 \) and MSE = 0.1095, for \( n=200 \), respectively.

These values are much higher than the MSE of quantile 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. Similarly, when there is 20% and 30% outliers in the data, the MSE of OLS all sample sizes being studied is much higher than MSE of quantile regression. The MSE of OLS appears to be increasing due to the increasing of the outliers in smaller sample sizes (\( n = 20, 40, 60 \)). However, it reverses for larger sample sizes (\( n = 100, 200 \)). Whereas MSE of quantile 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 decreased as the number of samples increased. When there are potential outliers, quantile regression does not appear to be affected. This phenomenon occurs in all number of outliers studied. Among all quantiles, the MSE value for quantile 0.5 is the smallest compared to MSE for quantile 0.25 and quantile 0.75 for all sample sizes and various number of outliers. As it shows in Table 2, for 10% outliers, quantile 0.5 has MSE =0.0067 for n=20, MSE= 0.0005, for n=40, MSE= 0.0032, for n=60, MSE= 0.0006, for n=100 and MSE= 0.0005, for n=200, respectively. The MSE values at quantile 0.5 are also the smallest in all sample sizes containing 20% and 30% outliers compared to quantile 0.25 and quantile 0.75 as shown in Table 2. To present a more comprehensive result, the MSE values of both methods and each quantile are displayed in Figure 1-5.

Table 3 shows the AIC values for n = 20, 40, 60, 100, 200 and were contaminated by 10%, 20%, 30% outliers which were repeated 1000 times. Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>10% outliers</th>
<th>20% outliers</th>
<th>30% outliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n=20</td>
<td>OLS QR 0.25</td>
<td>-4.7075</td>
<td>-4.2701</td>
<td>-0.4884</td>
<td>-5.3203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.5</td>
<td>-2.4040</td>
<td>-6.1631</td>
<td>-7.3252</td>
<td>-4.1727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.75</td>
<td>-4.7910</td>
<td>-4.0184</td>
<td>-1.9706</td>
<td>-5.0946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS QR 0.25</td>
<td>-2.7482</td>
<td>-3.6482</td>
<td>-6.0498</td>
<td>-5.6019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.5</td>
<td>-4.7027</td>
<td>-3.9476</td>
<td>-0.7035</td>
<td>-5.0946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QR 0.75</td>
<td>-4.0269</td>
<td>-4.9946</td>
<td>-8.7135</td>
<td>-5.3185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
visible that there is a significant difference between OLS and quantile regression in the AIC value. Quantile regression produces AIC value much lower than OLS in all sample sizes and number of outliers.

That is, compared to OLS, quantile regression provides a better regression model if there are potential outliers. It proves that quantile regression model is robust to potential outliers than OLS. The study also shows that quantile regression 0.5 gives the best estimates than other quantiles. That is one of the advantages of using quantile regression where one can estimate parameters using different quantiles which are not provided in OLS. In this study, quantile 0.5 provided the best parameter estimate and the best model compared to OLS and the other quantiles for all sample sizes and various number of outliers.

CONCLUSION The study showed that quantile regression performanced far better than OLS based on MSE and AIC for n=20, 40, 60, 100, 200 and number of potential outliers 10%, 20%, 30%. We concluded that in contrast to OLS, quantile regression model was more effective in dealing with potential outliers for different sample sizes and various number of potential outliers. In addition, quantile 0.5 gives the best parameter estimate and the best model based on the smallest MSE and AIC values compared to quantile 0.25 and quantile 0.75 for all sample sizes and number of outliers studied. REFERENCES
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